
LIVE AIR 
         after Clarice Lispector 

 

 I am always the one who is writing, no   

 one but I possibly could be. At the same time,   

 I’m me. Are you not yourself? Perhaps it is   

 because you are always the one who is reading.   

 How shall we ever disentangle this undergrowth of attenuated   

 pronouns. That is what they all say who are   

 only half awake. 

 

      Beings are numberless. Open your eyes.   

 A voice tells us; a paragraph follows us around.   

 What happens on paper points both ways, forward into   

 the breach, backward into the ground. I am always   

 being tugged along by writing, a quick read on   

 a moment in time. The loose fitting clothing is   

 right for the situation rate as I downshift facing   

 into the sun. I am here to tell you   

 and very little else. 

 

      Whatever other reason I may   

 have given you for being here was probably a   

 figment. If I imitate, it is only a figurine.   

 Life switches to black and white. When we are   

 living in the environment of the text, a candle   

 is a bonfire, and the guitars are capoed at   

 the fifth fret. 

 

      What are black pancakes, records? What   

 is real? Are words real? Flickering images light the   

 way, the way a rapid transit train reflects a   

 landscape, all windows, sun in a succession of cars.   

 After a while you get used to the rhythm   

 of the rails, the rhythm of the days of   

 the week. Sensation meets you halfway, in time for   

 a drink, out of work or only in line   



 with the rest. No word, no image can stop   

 you, you simply press forward into actuality, happy to   

 be of service, glad to be back, thrilled to   

 be out on your own. 

 

      It may not have   

 occurred to you that between these paragraphs I do   

 a lot of other things. It hadn’t occurred to   

 me that between these paragraphs you might do a   

 lot of other things. Reading and writing are asynchronous.   

 But I will get back to you. 

 

      I’m back,   

 but there is not as much of me left   

 as I might have liked. The effort of paying   

 attention to a myriad of details has taken its   

 toll on me. What is a myriad, anyway? Oh,   

 never mind. The point is, and this is where,   

 if I had half a mind left to bring   

 to bear I would do so here, the point   

 is to reach out into intermediate air, into ineluctable   

 territory, devoid of nomenclature, naturally still, to reach out,   

 I say, and connect the dots that lead from   

 me to you, you who are doubtless embraced by   

 an entirely different set of contingencies, rapid, chimerical or   

 dense. 

 

      The sun’s rays warm the skin’s surface, a   

 play date with time. Like that of an endless   

 energy source, the recombinant power of play lights up   

 the leaves on an afternoon of birds, grasses and   

 trees. During a break in the action, the action   

 actually continues unannounced. What we see here, shadows of   

 leaves moving on tan stone, might pop up there,   

 where readers lift copies in unison to the light. 

 

The sentence takes its time, it spills rhyme, you   



 suck a lime, count fingers, smoke lingers, it’s not   

 all that bad, albeit not the best you’ve ever   

 had, hail fellow well met, not wearing your crash helmet,   

 no two ways about it, you get that feel,   

 don’t even think about it. Punctuation ties off the   

 phrase, a series of brittle closures, a string of   

 wake-up calls, call for fill, fill up more is,   

 is is the copula, filled to the brim with   

 transparency. A is equal to B, B is equal   

 to C, therefore A is equal to C, see?   

 They used to call that the commutative property. I   

 don’t know what they call it now. You must   

 drive by a lot of foreclosed property on your   

 commute. Traffic lights punctuate the lanes down on Stevens   

 Creek Boulevard. The traffic takes its time and you   

 with it, hills stretched above and below, the bay   

 sideways, sun rising and falling in the eucalyptus all   

 at once, a time lapse, memory like a sift,   

 biding your time on the day shift, shadows of   

 the real, collected like beads, no sweat, to trade   

 for land, to build the country and settle down in   

 it, under a wayward moon, down a ways, particle   

 haven under the eyes. 

 

      Snatches of Spain. Lay my   

 legs down along that old familiar panorama, a wounded   

 don riding straight into the sun, his faithful man   

 Sancho trailing by, the warm Spanish plain, the bugs   

 in the juice at night, a fantasmagoria of mistaken   

 forms, his steadfast fealty to illusion, the cracks in   

 the story line through which can be seen to grow   

 in baroque curls the finer integuments of organic thought,   

 slim numbers put up to fry in the African   

 air, the pulse of Africa alive in a romance   

 land, Latin inscriptions, variations over the beat, those drums   

 the Moors brought out to terrorize Western music. You   

 measure the rhythm in hands handed down from father   



 to son, Bebo to Chucho, and now I hear Chuchito is the   

 fastest of all! Knowing the tunes so well it’s   

 like breathing, TV theme songs of the 50s, I   

 like a comma, say, here, they say he read   

 too many novels, paratactic maneuvers a matter of taste,   

 if I have it is only for stones, entering   

 darkness with a lighter for strength, picaresque labor of   

 a non-bourgeois, put a no in front of something,   

 Bolaño at a Barcelona payphone, fret fret fret, first   

 there is a mountain, until the prose collapses into   

 a pile of ears and eyes. 

 

      The story of generations is reproduced in fractal in   

 the mind of a man. Mary Shelly writes Frankenstein   

 in a cabin in Italy. It ends on the   

 ice. A story line is a jail of bedposts.   

 In the campfire embers glow. With a mash-up, a   

 flicker, a twitter, a spam, a virus, a worm,   

 a Trojan horse, a bricolage, a composite, particle arms,   

 penumbra halter top commissary, what he has been saying   

 for 20 years, jingle jangle morning, while my ship   

 is in harbor, a tattoo is a rhythm, the   

 rhythm of speech spread out against a bright exterior,   

 the sun bearing down from background to foreground, shoulder   

 height, beat it on home, sally forth, lance tip   

 tilted like a comma. 

 

      Smashed-in bricks on the ground   

 in the courtyard of an inn. That evening, flat   

 on their backs, he removes a tooth from his   

 mouth, but it would take more than giants to   

 stop him in his quest for the favor of   

 his lady, the beautiful Dulcinea! 

 

      When eggs don’t exist   

 you don’t have to put them in the fridge.   

 But literature is only that which isn’t, cut into   



 strips and wrapped around that which is. 

 

      Time breaks   

 off into sections, redistributed elsewhere as I sleep and   

 wake. What you don’t know can’t stop it, those   

 names again, faces, eyebrows longer now, residual tactile strength,   

 you’d of known them anywhere, walk through that door,   

 what you came here for. A few times I   

 stopped to think back on them. I thought with   

 my whole body. Kids are the best, I thought,   

 completely new people, they weren’t here before, but they   

 definitely are now, as we strive to keep ahead   

 of them. The door to the future stands open.   

 You walk on through. 

 

      Where was I? The door   

 to the present is always ajar. Which side are   

 you on? I flip back and forth like a   

 flip book you can read either way. It’s gone,   

 but we are still here, depending on what your   

 definition of still is. The birds are already up. 

 

 It is dawn, and this dawn, don’t ever forget   

 that. Notes move heaven and earth, out of the   

 way, so that we can listen in peace, the   

 peace that cometh with underlying, to tell the truth,   

 nine to the bar. Slam down, old son, and   

 carry that tune, you’ve got to be glad of   

 that, that feeling for possibility, open to love, while   

 not knowing it. You simply move with it. 

 

      Soon   

 the sun will be up. The sun of another   

 day, they say, is the same sun, but is   

 anything ever really the same? I was born,   

 it must have been quite a shock, having been   

 only a part of something whole, a system of   



 warm circulation, a pre-comfort that was without the possibility   

 of lack, and to quite suddenly be surrounded by   

 air and to discover the eyes of others, my   

 parents’ strange offer of love. I did what I   

 could to make sense of it, and pretty soon   

 I had a name, a routine, a life. But   

 this life, what was it really? Hadn’t I made   

 it all up in an effort to live and   

 then followed its contours blindly touching the same objects   

 over and over until they became real? 

 

      As I   

 enter the street, people appear to form a patternless   

 exercise of random movement, each intent, goal-oriented, but all   

 together no more integrated than the wavering motions of   

 the treetops aloft in the wind, or less so,   

 for the leaves grow on branches that stem from   

 a single trunk. Cars turn and people smoke, doors   

 open and close. Is this the world that I   

 was born to inhabit? Have I made a place   

 for myself? Or is that place simply another figment   

 of my dreamy post-natal contemplation? 

 

      Sound, as in cars   

 on freeway, as in birds on branches, accompanies the   

 dawn. 

 

      With pen in hand, the pain a measure   

 of the bond, as we are bonded to life   

 and come as we are, counting the days. Work   

 schedule on tight, repeat something it sustains us. A   

 stimulus package delivered with a smile. Wiggle word at   

 the ready. And so dawn busts its chops on   

 clement weather. 

 

      Spontaneous reboot. 

 



      Born twice. Sea wall concentrate. Alter after. Pull hard   

 on oars. Time off hook, a continuous impulse posted,   

 flagged. All aims enter ambient air. Totality resumes in   

 minute drops, the last bastion of familial chambers alight   

 in a fog of wails. The last mastodon, dead   

 to rights. 

 

      Knots of time. Smoke signals to space   

 stations it is time to turn off. Another time   

 a tune brakes off, ripped from the ear as   

 one mounts an escalator, slides upward into rush of   

 day. Caption that back to earlier pictures, smiling genius   

 in a blue tan. 

 

      An empty space in time,   

 shadow of the previous day, no hope but anticipation   

 rounded in the breath, a chronic inhalation bearing news   

 of the world, relax. No time like the time   

 left over, a present-to-hand availability flattened against an expanding   

 form. Orientation is all the way, knees bent against   

 a theory of night. Later for substance, later for   

 the enamel signature. The rules that spell efficiency are   

 broken open, and the imagination enters on capable purple   

 feet. 

 

 

 

                Kit Robinson 


